Abstract
Introduction
Virtual storytelling addresses automated generation of stories with characters showing more or less human-like behaviour. Both researchers and developers (e.g., games designers or screen writers) work on this topic. Examples of approaches to develop virtual stories are [8] , [9] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Traditionally these approaches involve stories with a fixed, prescripted storyline constraining the characters in their autonomy and behaviour, but recently more interest is shown in emergent narrative, i.e., storylines generated by interaction between a number of characters with certain personalities that (inter)act as autonomous agents [1] . In this approach, ideally, the designer only determines which (types of) characters will occur in the play and what world events are offered to them.
When a story is generated by autonomous characters, this imposes higher requirements on their capabilities than in case of a prescribed storyline. They should be able to behave in more human-like manners to get a realistic emergent storyline, and need more complex personalities with human-like properties such as emotions and theories of mind, e.g., [12] , [13] . To accomplish this, more sophisticated computational cognitive models are to be incorporated within such virtual characters, e.g., [7] , [17] , [18] , [20] . This is a challenging area to be further explored. This paper explores the possibilities to equip the characters involved in virtual stories in particular with mindreading capabilities; see e.g., [2] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [16] 1 . By offering virtual agents such capabilities, they will be able to select behaviours that are useful in social functioning in a more humanlike manner, with more possibilities of choice, thus enhancing the emergent narrative effect. One of the ways to model an agent B exploiting mindreading of an agent A is to use beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI) as concepts to describe agent A's cognitive processes and actions within agent B. To model the agent B's own behaviour a BDI-model can be used as well; see also [5] . This type of model is exploited in this paper to obtain characters acting in an emergent soap story. The example soap story addressed concentrates on four characters: Boy A, Boy B, Girl A, Girl B. As Boy B is attracted to Girl A, who however is dating Boy A, he exploits mindreading capabilities to come to more favourable circumstances, involving Girl B as well.
As a vehicle the modelling language LEADSTO [4] is used; this language is based on temporal dependencies between two state properties in successive states modelled by executable dynamic properties. Let α and β be state properties of the form 'conjunction of ground atoms or negations of ground atoms', then the notation α → → e, f, g, h β, means: In this paper, first in Section 2 the general BDImodel is explained, and three specific models for characters are specified based on the BDI-model input info desire intention action belief in reason belief in opportunity (Boy A, Girl A, Girl B). Section 3 describes how the BDI-model can also be used to define a model for a mindreading character, resulting in the fourth character model, for Boy B. In Section 4 it is discussed how based on the different models of autonomous characters, multi-agent simulation experiments have been conducted, resulting in an emergent storyline. Section 5 addresses formal analysis of the underlying multiagent system. Section 6 is a discussion.
BDI-Based Character Models
In this section, the generic BDI-model which bases the preparation and performing of actions on beliefs, desires and intentions (e.g., [21] ) is briefly discussed, after which it is shown how it can be applied to model autonomous characters and their behaviour. Figure 1 depicts the generic structure of the BDImodel in causal-graph-like style. Here the box indicates the borders of the agent, the circles denote state properties, and the arrows indicate dynamic properties expressing that one state property leads to (or causes) another state property. In this model, an action A is performed when the subject has the intention to do this action and it has a belief B2 that certain circumstances in the world are fulfilled such that there is an opportunity to do the action. Beliefs are created on the basis of input in the form of observations or communicated information.
The Generic BDI-model Used

Figure 1. Structure of the generic BDI-model
The intention to do a specific type of action A is generated if there is some desire D, and there is a belief B1 that there are certain circumstances in the world state, that suggest that performing the action A will fulfil desire D (a kind of rationality criterion).
Relations in the BDI-model are specified in informal and formal LEADSTO format as follows:
If D is desired and B1 believed, then the intention for action A will occur If action A is intended and B2 believed, then the action A will be performed
Here ∧ stands for the conjunction (and) between the atomic state properties (in the graphical format denoted by an arc connecting two (or more) arrows). 
BDI-Based Characters and their Behaviour
The BDI-model was used to model autonomous characters. The first character shown as an illustration is Boy A. This is a character that tries to date any attractive girl, as defined by the following BDImodel. 
BABD1 Boy A Belief Determination
BAID1 Boy A Intention Determination
If Boy A desires to have contact with a girl, and he believes that she shows interest, then he will have the intention to date her
BAAD1 Boy A Action Determination
If Boy A intends to date a girl, and he believes that she suggests to date, then he will date her
Using the visualisation template provided in Figure  1 , this model can be depicted as shown in Figure 2 . Note that this BDI-model defines an internal view on the agent's cognitive processes. The external behaviour view generated by these processes is defined by:
BA1 Boy A Behaviour External View
If Boy A observes an attractive girl that shows interest in him and suggests to date, then he will date her.
Figure 2. BDI-model for Boy A
Often characters for virtual stories or plays are defined by an external behavioural view only. However, since an internal view provides the possibility in the story to provide (in addition to the character's behaviour) more insight in the internal world of the character (e.g., the motivations behind the behaviour), also (BDI-based) internal models for the characters have been created. The second character, girl A, is looking for a partner of a good family, who does not date other girls and is rich (a good job), as expressed in the following BDI-model. Formalisations are sometimes left out due to space limitations.
GABD1 Girl A Belief Determination
If Girl A observes some world fact then she will believe this world fact If Girl A gets some world fact communicated, then she will believe this world fact
GADD1 Girl A Desire Determination
If Girl A believes that a certain boy has a good family and does not date other girls, then she will desire to be with him
GAID1 Girl A Intention Determination
If Girl A desires to be with a boy, and he is rich, then she will have the intention to date him
GAAD1 Girl A Action Determination
If Girl A intends to date a boy, and he proposes to date, then she will date him
The external behaviour view generated by these is:
GA1 Girl A Behaviour External View
If Girl A observes a boy that is from a good family, rich, does not date other girls, and he suggests to date, then she will date him.
The third character discussed is a type of poor girl who has no good family: Girl B, defined as follows.
GBBD1 Girl B Belief Determination
If Girl B observes some world fact then she will believe this world fact If Girl A gets some world fact communicated, then she will believe this world fact
GBDD1 Girl B Desire Determination
If Girl B believes that she has no good family and no good job, then she will desire to get money.
GBID1 Girl B Intention Determination
If Girl B desires to get money, and she believes somebody offers her money to date a boy, then she will have the intention to show interest in that boy and suggest to date
GBAD1 Girl B Action Determination
If Girl B intends to date a boy, and he is around, then she will show interest in him and suggest him to date
GB1 Girl B Behaviour External View
If Girl B is offered money to date any boy, then she will show interest in this boy and suggest him to date.
The fourth character used in the example story presented, Boy B, also has been specified by a BDImodel. However, this BDI-model is more complex, as it uses mindreading capabilities in the desire determination process, and is discussed in next section.
Model of a Mindreading Character
Mindreading or Theory of Mind [2] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [16] is the capability of an agent to attribute mental states such as beliefs, desires and intentions to other agents. Thus, for an agent B a Theory of Mind may use concepts for agent A's beliefs, desires and intentions. Moreover, the model may incorporate BDIconcepts for agent B's own beliefs, desires and intentions as well. By doing this, agent B is able to not only have a theory about the mind of agent A, but also to use it within its own BDI-based cognitive processes to generate its actions, for example, to manipulate the other agent.
Representing a Theory of Mind
To represent a Theory of Mind on agent A within an agent B, a number of nested expressions are used, e.g.:
This expresses that agent B believes that agent A has desire D. Moreover,
This expresses that agent B desires that agent A does not intend action X.
belief(B, leads_to(con(intention(A, P) , belief(A, B2)), performs(A, P), D))
This expresses (where con indicates a conjunction):
Agent B believes that, when A has the intention to perform action P and the belief that B2 holds, then within time duration D (which is assumed small) it will perform action P.
This represents a statement about a dynamic property, rather than a statement about a state property. In this manner temporal relations depicted in a graph as in Figure 1 can be represented. Character Boy B's Theory of Mind for Girl A, resp. Girl B, Boy A is expressed by: 
Generating Desires
When an agent B has a Theory of Mind of another character, it can take this into account in generating its own desires. For example, if agent B desires some action of agent A to take place, as a consequence it can generate a desire that agent A has the intention to perform this action. From the latter desire agent B can generate the desire that agent A has a desire that is fulfilled by the action, and so on. The following generic specifications enable such desire generation processes in agent B's BDI-model (here X and Y may be negations of other statements):
BBToMX If agent B believes that X leads to Y and desires Y, then it will desire X. If agent B believes that X leads to Y and it desires not Y, then it will desire not X. If agent B desires the conjunction of X1 and X2 and it believes that X1 and X2 are not fixed, then it will desire X1 and it will desire X2. If agent B desires the conjunction of X1 and X2 and it believes that X1 is fixed, then it will desire X2. If agent B desires the conjunction of X1 and X2 and it believes that X2 is fixed, then it will desire X1. If agent B believes that X is fixed and that X leads to Y, then it will believe that Y is fixed. Here a belief on fixed_true(X) expresses that the agent considers the indicated state property X true and unchangeable.
Performing Actions
Within the model of agent B, the mindreading is used to generate specific desires. For intention and action generation based on these desires, instantiations of the schemes shown in Section 2.1 are included as well. For the example character Boy B:
BBID1 Boy B Intention Determination
If Boy B desires that girl B gets money for dating Boy A, and he believes he has money, then he will have the intention to offer Girl B money to date Boy A.
BBAD1 Boy B Action Determination
If Boy B intends to offer Girl B money to date Boy A, and he believes she is around, then he will offer her money to date Boy A.
Moreover, as before, Boy B has specifications for beliefs.
BBBD1 Boy B Belief Determination
If Boy B observes some world fact then he will believe this world fact If Boy B gets some world fact communicated, then he will believe this world fact All of the specifications presented above describe a rather complex internal view on a mindreading agent. In contrast, the external view on character Boy B's behaviour, implied by the internal view, is quite simple: he just has to offer Girl B money to date Boy A.
BB1 Boy B Behaviour External View
At some point in time Boy B will offer money to Girl B to date Boy A. observed_result(has_money ∧ GirlB_is_around) → → communication_from_to(money_offer_for_dating(BoyA), BoyB, GirlB)
One might be tempted to just ignore the complex internal specification, and define the character Boy B by the simple external view specification instead. For the events in the story this will make no difference. However, as also indicated earlier, leaving out internal models of characters would provide a very inflexible, brittle solution, in which the actions performed by the characters are not explainable by referring to their inner world and motivations.
Simulation Results
The BDI-models of the four autonomous characters described in the previous sections have been used to generate emergent virtual storylines. To this end, first the models (represented in LEADSTO) have been used as input for the LEADSTO simulation software environment [4] in order to generate simulation traces (i.e., sequences of events over time). An example of (a part of) such a trace is shown in Figure 3 . Here, time is on the horizontal axis, and state properties are on the vertical axis. A dark box indicates that a state property is true. Note that the generic names Boy A, Girl A, Boy B and Girl B are replaced by story names Al, Ann, Bob and Bo, respectively. Figure 3 shows a story of Bob, who desires to date with Ann. However, since Ann is already dating with Al, Bob invents a plan (based on reasoning about the minds of the different characters involved) to create more favourable circumstances: he offers money to another girl, named Bo, and asks her to seduce Al, in order to let Ann lose interest in Al. Using these mappings and a specific conversion program that has been written, the LEADSTO simulation traces are automatically translated into virtual storylines in textual format. An example of fragments of such a generated storyline is shown in Figure 4 . 
Formal Analysis of Dynamic Properties
When a model for multiple characters such as the one described in Sections 2 and 3, has been specified, it is easy to produce various simulations based on different settings, initial conditions and external events offered. Moreover, it is possible to incorporate nondeterministic behaviours by temporal rules that involve probabilistic effects (cf. [4] ). Thus large sets of traces can be generated. When such a set is given, it is more convenient to check them on interesting (emergent) properties automatically, than going through them by hand. Furthermore, it may also be useful when insight is provided how dynamic properties of the multiagent system as a whole depend on dynamic properties of the agents within the system, and further on, how these relate to properties of specific components within the agents. This section shows how this can be achieved.
In order to analyse whether the resulting storylines satisfy interesting (expected or unexpected) properties, a number of dynamic properties have been specified for different aggregation levels of the multi-agent system behind the emergent story, cf. [14] . The main property considered for the story as a whole is: will at the end Girl A date Boy B?
GP1 At some point in time Girl A will date Boy B.
true → → performs(GirlA, date(BoyB))
Figure 5. Interlevel relations between dynamic properties in the virtual story
Whether or not this property is fulfilled depends on properties of the agents' behaviours. Furthermore, these properties of the agents' behaviours depend on their internal components, in this case components for belief, desire, intention, and action determination. In Figure 5 , it is shown how the property GP1 at the highest level relates to properties of the agents, and how properties of the agents relate to properties of their components. The properties are described in more detail below.
The property GP1 of the system as a whole can be logically related to properties of the agents by the following interlevel relation:
Here IP stands for simple interaction properties expressing that generated output will reach the input of the relevant agent. As indicated in Figure 5 , each property of an agent is logically related to properties of the components within the agent. The interlevel relations for resp. Boy A, Girl A, and Girl B are:
The first interlevel relation, for example, expresses that the behavioural property for Boy A holds when belief, desire, intention, and action determination have the right properties: BABD1, BADD1, BAID1, BAAD1; see Section 2.2. For the other two cases (Girl A, Girl B) it is similar. The interlevel relation within Boy B,
involves different elements. The second property is defined as follows (for the other three, see Section 3).
BBDD1 Boy B Desire Determination
If Boy B desires that Girl A does not date Boy A, then he will desire that she observes that Boy A dates another girl. If Boy B desires that Girl A observes that Boy A dates another girl, then he will desire that Girl B shows interest in him and suggests him to date. If Boy B desires that Girl B shows interest in Boy A and suggests him to date, then he will desire that girl B is offered money for dating Boy A. This property BBDD1 has another interlevel relation to the properties BBToMBA, BBToMGA, BBToMGB, BBToMX defined in Section 3:
Using a dedicated Checker Tool (cf. [3] ), the dynamic properties as specified above have been automatically verified against the generated storyline shown in Section 4. In this case, they all turned out to hold. However, there may be certain situations in which expected properties (such as "At some point in time, Boy B will date Girl A") do not hold. In such situations, the Checker Tool and the interlevel relationships between dynamic properties may be used for diagnosis of the story. For example, suppose for a given story at some point in time it has been detected (using the Checker Tool) that the dynamic property GP1 does not hold, i.e., Boy B does never date Girl A. Given the AND-tree structure in Figure 5 , at least one of the children nodes of GP1 will not hold, which means that either BA1, GA1, BB1, or GB1 will not hold. Suppose by further checking it is found that GB1 does not hold. Then the diagnostic process can be continued by focusing on this property. It follows that either GBBD1, GBDD1, GBID1, or GBAD1 does not hold. Checking these three properties will pinpoint the cause of the error. Notice that this diagnostic process is economic in the sense that the whole subtree under, e.g., BB1 is not examined since there is no reason for that, as BB1 holds.
Note that, although the verification of the individual dynamic properties (i.e., the nodes in Figure 5 ) against traces can be done automatically by means of the Checker Tool [3] , construction of the interlevel relations themselves (i.e., the edges in Figure 5 ) is a manual process. This process can be compared to the construction of proofs as often performed in practice by mathematicians (and thus does not involve any computer techniques such as automated theorem proving).
Discussion
Within virtual storytelling, the idea of emergent narrative is attracting more and more interest: storylines in which only a number of autonomous characters and their personalities are given, rather than the precise script of the story [1] . This goes hand in hand with a growing trend to incorporate more sophisticated cognitive models within the characters involved in virtual stories (e.g., [18] , [20] ). As another step in that direction, the current paper presents an approach to build in mindreading capabilities into virtual characters.
To illustrate the approach, BDI-models have been created for four example characters in a soap story. One of these characters was equipped with more sophisticated mindreading capabilities. The models were specified in LEADSTO format, and have been used as input for the LEADSTO simulation software environment [4] in order to generate simulation traces. For each of the atomic state properties that occurs in the BDI-models, a mapping has been created to a text fragment. Using this mapping and a specific conversion program, the LEADSTO simulation traces have been translated into textual descriptions of (virtual) storylines. Finally, a formal analysis has been performed to find out whether the generated storylines adhere to certain dynamic properties.
One of the main advantages of generating a storyline based on autonomous virtual agents equipped with cognitive and/or psychological models (in particular, a model for Theory of Mind) is that the characters may behave in a more realistic manner, since they are able to reason about (and possibly manipulate) the behaviour of other characters. In the presented stories, this type of meta-reasoning was shown by Boy B, who was able to predict how the other characters would react in certain circumstances, and used this information to manipulate them. Another advantage of having more autonomous virtual agents is that different variations of the story can be generated based on different settings, initial conditions and external events offered. For instance, in the soap story presented in this paper, the character of Girl B can be changed in the sense that instead of producing the behaviour according to the intention of Boy B (i.e., showing interest in and suggesting to date Boy A), Girl B tells everything about Boy B's plans to Girl A (e.g., the fact that Boy B has offered her money). To create such more complex cognitive models, this paper proposes a BDI-based approach.
However, it is not claimed that this is the only possible way to do this.
While generating the storyline, unlike the idea of interactive drama (e.g., [15] , [19] ) (where a user (player) enters in a virtual world, interacts with computer controlled characters, and through his/her interaction influences both the characters and the overall development of the story), our work is different in a sense that user does not have any interaction with the system. Rather, the storyline is being generated by the interaction between the autonomous virtual characters which are equipped with computational cognitive models, in particular, with mindreading capabilities.
Virtual stories involving autonomous characters with elaborated cognitive or psychological capabilities can be used for a number of purposes. On the one hand, they may be used for entertainment (e.g., for creating computer games with more complex, unpredictable and more human-like characters). On the other hand, they may be used for educational purposes. Further research will investigate whether the presented approach is suitable for such purposes. When doing this, also a more thorough evaluation of the practical usefulness of the approach will be performed. The model presented here is fairly simple in the sense that it comprises only four agents with a limited amount of choice possibilities. In the future, more complex examples will be addressed. To this end, among others, LEADSTO's functionality to incorporate probabilistic elements [4] will be exploited. Moreover, issues related to computational complexity will be investigated, which were currently ignored.
In [5] the functioning of humans in organisations was addressed, based on a precursor of the model for Theory of Mind presented here. Besides that a different context was analysed, this precursor model has a number of differences from the model here. For example, in that model the agent uses 'depends on' relations between mental states of another agent, which is a more rough-grained approach than the approach presented here, based on more precise causal and temporal logical relations between mental states. As a consequence, for example, representations as given in Section 3 are different and much more detailed, and the generation of and focusing on desires is much more specific. A similar difference can be indicated with [6] , where also a precursor model based on 'depends on' relations was used to analyse mindreading behaviour of animals.
In [20] , an interesting and challenging question of virtual storytelling has been worked out; i.e., the characters in the virtual story convey their role in believable way, which is an open research problem in this area. Future research will concentrate on this specific area.
